
Organ Concert Series 

Christmas Organ Concert  

 

Saturday, December 11, 2021 

Kanagawa Kenmin Hall (Small Hall) 

 

IMAI Naoko （organ） SUZUKI Mikiko （soprano） ASAI Ai （recorder） KONDOH Ikuo (percussion) 

 

Naoko Imai, one of Japan's leading organists, will present an " classical and magical" Christmas 

concert. 

The concert will feature chants and noëls by composers active in the Baroque era, as well as other 

masterpieces that remind us of Christmas. 

The performers consist of specialists of historical music ensembles. 

Enjoy the nostalgic and unique sound of an ensemble of organ, recorder, percussion and voice 

(soprano). 

We hope you will share this special time with your loved ones and enjoy the high quality music. 

 

Program 

Matthias Weckmann: Magnificat II Toni 4 vers. ♤ 

Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck: “Ons is gheboren een kindekijn” SwWV315 ♤ 

Philipp Friedrich Böddecker: Natus est Jesu ♤♡ 

Nicola Matteis / Jhon Playford: Trombetta & 4 dances from ‘ The Dancing Master ’ ♤♧♢ 

KONDOH Ikuo: Improvisation on “Cajòn” ♢ 

Johann Sebastian Bach: Fuge über das Magnificat “Meine Seele erhebt den Herren” BWV733 ♤ 

Nicolas Lebègue: « Les cloches » / Noël « Or nous ditte Marie » ♤ 

Louis Claude Daquin: Noël sur les Flûtes ♤ 

SAKAMOTO Hina: Christmas Omnibus “Lully, lullay, Thou little tiny Child” ♤♡♧♢ 

IMAI Naoko, Organ ♤ SUZUKI Mikiko, Soprano ♡ ASAI Ai, Recorder ♧ KONDOH Ikuo, Percussion ♢ 

 

Admission: ￥3,500 per ticket, ￥6,500 for a pair of tickets /￥2,000 for Students up to 24 

Advance reservation is required.  

To make a reservation, please visit the reservation counter at Kanagawa Kenmin Hall or call 

0570-015-415（10:00-18:00）. 

Contact: 045-633-3686 

 



To Our Guests and Visitors, 

Please note our preventive measures against the further spread of COVID-19. 

If you have cold-like symptoms, such as fever or a cough, please refrain from visiting the Kanagawa 

Kenmin Hall. We appreciate your understanding and cooperation with the following measures; 

・There will be a thermal camera inspection at the main entrance. If you are detected with a fever 

higher than 37.5 ℃, you will be asked to refrain from entering into the building. 

・Please wear a mask while in the building. 

・Please sanitize your hands. Sanitizers can be found at the entrance and in other parts of the building. 

・Please refrain from eating and drinking in the hall. 

・Currently, we are limiting number of people who can enter the hall. Please note that performances 

may be cancelled or rescheduled due to the spread of COVID-19 and other unavoidable 

circumstances. 

 

 

 


